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Transplantable versus transgenic mouse cancer models 

 

During the last 20 years, a large assortment of tumors have been transplanted into 

syngeneic mice variously immunized and selectively immunosuppressed.  Those 

transplanted in syngeneic mice form an attractive model because they grow quickly and 

provide prompt and clear-cut answers (Cavallo et al., 2006).  Their growth and inhibition, 

in fact, can be assayed in weeks.  Since transplantable tumors are commonly grafted in 

sites that are not the primary site of origin of human cancer, their relationship with their  

microenvironment is very different from that of human tumors and autochthonous mouse 

tumors.  Models in which the tumor is transplanted orthotopically (i.e in the organ from 

which the tumor originated) are thought to more closely mimic the tumor-host 

interrelationships that characterize natural tumors (Kamb, 2005).  Here, however, tumor 

cells are transplanted in a healthy organ where shortly start to grow, a situation that is a far 

cry from the long-standing relationship between a mutated cell and both its host's tissues 



and the immune system that shapes the slow progression of natural carcinogenesis.  In 

addition, the rapid growth kinetics of transplantable tumors minimizes the consequences 

of the genetic instability of natural tumors that leads to the immune selection of antigen-

loss clones, a typical feature of natural carcinogenesis (Cavallo et al., 2005).  Lastly, in 

young and healthy mice the immune system is not compromised by a long-lasting 

interaction with the incipient tumor.  This is why they react much more effectively against a 

transplanted as opposed to an autochthonous tumor (Ostrand-Rosenberg, 2004). 

Tumors arising in genetically engineered mice (GEM) provide an interesting alternative to 

transplantable tumor models in the study of human cancer since they recapitulate the 

stepwise progression of human cancer (Green and Hudson, 2005). In GEM, the 

relationship between the tumor, the surrounding tissues and the host immune system is 

fully preserved. Tumors grow slowly and may give rise to spontaneous metastases during 

their progression (Hüsemann et al., 2008). These features recapitulate those of human 

cancer much better than transplantable tumors and hence the information they provide is 

a surer guide in the extrapolation of data obtained in mice to the human setting. Moreover, 

GEM tolerance of the transgene-encoded protein is often comparable to human tolerance 

of tumor antigens (Lollini et al., 2005).  

These advantages of GEM models, however, are offset by several drawbacks. The 

experiments are time consuming and may last more than one year. In some models, 

tumors are due to a gene aberration foreign to the human setting that leads to a 

pathogenic alteration with no exact human equivalent. The choice of the promoter inserted 

into the GEM genome drives the pattern of transgene expression and the timing of its first 

expression dramatically influences the kind and intensity of the immune tolerance of the 

transgene protein products. Lastly, cancers in GEM do not undergo the telomere crisis 



responsible for many of the genomic aberrations in advanced human cancers. This is the 

result of the presence of long telomers and promiscuous telomerase in mice (Cavallo et 

al., 2006). 

The information provided by GEM models is thus exposed subtle interpretation pitfalls, 

while their realistic modeling of several features of human tumors often leads to 

underestimation of its distortion. The complementation of admittedly poorly realistic but 

highly analytic transplantable tumor models with GEM tumor models could provide a more 

balanced assessment of the efficacy of the immune prevention and management of 

human cancer. 

 

The ErbB2  oncogene 

Here the human orthologue of the ErbB2 oncogene is referred as Her-2 (human ErbB-2) 

while the rat orthologue is referred as neu since it was first isolated from a chemically 

induced rat neuroblastoma (Shih et al., 1981). The protein product coded by ErbB2 gene 

(p185neu) is a member of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) family with an 

intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity (King et al., 1985). Since it does not bind a specific ligand, 

activation of intracellular signal transduction is triggered by the formation of ligand-

independent homodimers when it is mutated or ligand-dependent heterodimers with other 

EGFRs members when it is overexpressed (Garret et al. 2003). 

ErbB2 is involved in normal physiological processes, such as embryogenesis, cell 

proliferation, differentiation, adhesion motility and apoptosis, while its malfunction or 

overexpression are responsible for development defects, diabetes and cancer. 

Overexpression of Her-2 receptors, mainly due to gene amplification, is observed in 20-

30% of human breast cancer and may be a poor prognosis marker (Ursini-Siegel et al., 



2007). Expression of an alternative splicing form of the Her-2  oncogene (delta Her-2) 

corresponding to an in-frame deletion of an exon 16 amino acids long in the extracellular 

domain  has also been reported in human breast cancer (Kwong and Hung, 1998). This 

form is constitutively active in a ligand-independent way as shown by its formation of 

disulphide-bridged homodimers (Ursini-Siegel et al., 2007; Kwong and Hung, 1998). Its 

expression level in human tumors is very low (about 5% of the Her-2 receptor), though it 

may contribute to mammary cancer progression by being responsible for the activating 

signals derived from homo dimerization (Ursini-Siegel et al., 2007). Deletion mutations in 

the corresponding region are involved in the formation of mammary carcinomas in mice 

transgenic for the wild type (WT) rat neu oncogene (Siegel et al., 1999). Moreover, 

comparative genomic hybridization/bacterial artificial chromosome analysis has shown 

that chromosomal deletions and amplifications are very frequent in Her-2+ human breast 

cancer and lead to regulation of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes such as Her-2 

(Chin et al., 2006). 

ErbB2’s direct involvement in tumor pathogenesis makes it an ideal onconatigen since it 

has a causal role in the promotion of tumor progression and is poorly expressed by normal 

tissue in adult humans and mice (Cavallo et al., 2007). Combination of chemotherapy with 

the anti-Her-2 monoclonal antibody, Trastuzumab (Herceptin) enhances anti-tumor activity 

in patients with advanced Her-2+ breast cancer (Marty et al., 2005). However, additional 

ways of improving clinical outcome are needed in order to achieve more persistent 

remissions and treatments that improve overall survival as opposed to that of a subset of 

patients. 

As ErbB-2  is directly involved in carcinogenesis, mice transgenic for the rat neu oncogene 

allow straightforward assessment of the ability of drugs and vaccines to inhibit the 



progression of neu-driven cancer.  Information from this model may provide indications on 

the efficacy of similar treatments in patients (Lollini et al., 2005). 

 

Mice transgenic for neu  oncogene  

In view of the causal correlation between ErbB2 receptor overexpression and mammary 

carcinogenesis in humans and rats, several laboratories have assessed the tumorigenic 

potential of ErbB2 in the mammary epithelium of transgenic mice in the last 20 years. 

Transgenic mouse models that overexpress ErbB2 in their mammary epithelium have 

been generated, and it has been shown that overexpression or mutation of this receptor is 

crucial for the induction of breast cancer (Ursini-Siegel et al., 2007).   

The first transgenic mouse model to express an activated form of rat neu (neuT) under the 

transcriptional control of the mouse mammary tumor virus promoter long terminal repeats 

(MMTV-LTR promoter) was generated in 1988 in Leder's laboratory (Muller et al., 1988).  

The single-point mutation at position 664 in the transmembrane domain of neuT receptor 

leads to replacement of valine with glutamic acid, resulting in the formation of an H-bond 

with an alanine at position 661 of another neuT receptor, as well as with other EGFRs 

(Bargmann et al., 1986).  These homo- and heterodimers spontaneously transduce the 

proliferative signals responsible for the transformation of mammary epithelial cells.   

neuT  transgenic female mice were first generated on the H-2q FVB background (FVB-

neuT).  Mammary tumor progression of FVB-neuT females shows a latency time of about 

three months with occasional progression to pulmonary metastases. Mammary 

carcinomas arise almost synchronously, are polyclonal in origin and their cells are neuT+ 

(Muller et al., 1988). 

Generation of these transgenic mice has shown that the neuT oncogene is sufficient to 



induce murine mammary cancer. Apparently similar activated forms of Her-2, however, 

were not found in Her-2+ human breast tumors. These, in fact, mostly overexpress the WT 

Her-2 proto-oncogene (neuN mice) (Ursini-Siegel, 2007).   

To better mimic the human situation FVB mice transgenic for the neuN under the 

transcriptional control of the MMTV-LTR promoter were also established in the laboratory 

of Muller.  Adult FVB-neuN transgenic female mice developed mammary carcinomas with 

a long latency ranging from 38 to 49 weeks.  The cumulative number of independent 

tumors (tumor multiplicity), however, was only 2.6 tumors/mouse (Guy et al., 1992).  

Recent studies have reported that in these mice, which are transgenic for the WT neuN, 

development of mammary cancer is mostly linked to activation of neu protein though point 

mutation and in-frame deletion of the oncogene sequence (Chan et al., 1999).  Apart from 

the very long experimental times that would be required to assess the antitumoral efficacy 

of a drug or vaccine with this model, therefore, it does not provide an accurate 

representation of the human pathological situation.  

 

BALB-neuT mice 

To obtain neuT transgenic mice on the BALB/c genetic background more commonly used 

in immunological studies, we generated BALB-neuT mice starting from a random-bred 

progenitor transgenic for Muller's plasmid coding for the neuT oncogene (Lucchini et al., 

1992).  This mouse was mated with WT BALB/c females, and their neuT+ male offspring 

were backcrossed for more than 42 generations with regular BALB/c females.  This mating 

provided the inbred BALB-neuT mice in which mammary tumor penetrance is 100%. All 

BALB-neuT female develop at least one palpable tumor within 5 months. Moreover, a 

progressively growing tumor is palpable in all their ten mammary glands within 7 months 



(Boggio et al., 1998). These carcinomas overexpress neuT receptor and large lung 

metastases are evident during the late stages of tumor growth. Interestingly, single 

metastatic cells are already present in the lungs and bone marrow at a time when 

mammary samples showed only signs of noninvasive, atypical hyperplasia. Electron 

microscopy revealed microinvasion of stem-like cells and disseminated cancer cells in 

bone marrow expressing distinct stem cell markers. It would thus appear that systemic 

metastatic spread is an early event in BALB-neuT mammary carcinogenesis, as in several 

cases in human mammary cancer (Hüsemann et al., 2008).   

Mammary carcinogenesis in BALB-neuT mice displays a very consistent stepwise and 

directly age-related progression that mimics several features of human breast carcinoma. 

Around the nipple of 4-week-old puberal mice, neuT positive cells give rise to epithelial 

nodular neoformations (side buds) protruding from the mammary ducts. These buds are 

foci of atypical hyperplasia in carcinomatous progression (Di Carlo et al., 1999). From 

week 4 to week 6, hyperplastic mammary epithelial cell proliferation is associated with an 

increase in the numbers of microvessels.  This marked angiogenic switch is associated 

with the passage from in situ lesions to invasive cancer (Calogero et al., 2007). The side 

buds become more numerous and larger. Between the 10th and the 20th week, they 

become invasive and large metastases appear in the bone marrow and lungs. This 

progression is similar, albeit asynchronous, in all the mammary glands. All the cells of the 

hyperplastic, neoplastic and metastatic lesions greatly overexpress neuT protein in their 

cytoplasm and on their membrane (Boggio et al., 1998). 

Since BALB-neuT mice display palpable tumors only four months after birth, their cells 

establish a long-lasting interaction with the microenvironment and thus mimic another 

important feature of human tumors. Carcinoma onset and progression are 



straightforwardly driven by the neuT oncogene, whereas the early stages of the 

progression of mammary carcinogenesis are markedly modulated by inflammatory 

cytokines and factors released in the tumor microenvirorment by infiltrating lymphocytes 

and the tumor cells themselves (Calogero et al., 2007). In contrast with the most common 

human breast cancers, mammary lesions are polyclonal and scattered all over the gland. 

However, neuT positive cell clones share the same initial mutation and their independent 

progression may resemble the clonal diversification that takes place in human cancer 

(Cavallo et al., 2006). 

To assess the similarities between BALB-neuT and human mammary carcinomas we 

evaluated the pattern of gene expression associated with cancer progression and its 

microenvironment (Quaglino et al., 2004a). A subsequent comparison with the pattern in 

human Her-2 breast carcinomas revealed major similarities (Astolfi et al., 2005, Cavallo et 

al., 2007).   

In addition, several features of BALB-neuT mice point to the acquisition of an 

immunological tolerance of neuT analogous to that of Her-2+ carcinomas patients. 

Consistent with the neuT transgene expression in the thymus and its overexpression in 

the mammary gland, the immunoscope of the T cell repertoire of anti-neu immunized 

BALB-neuT mice showed the absence of the high-affinity anti-rat neu CD8+ T cell clones 

dominant in anti-neu immunized WT BALB/c mice (Rolla et al., 2006). Moreover, in BALB-

neuT mice soluble factors released by tumor cells elicit an increase of immature myeloid 

cells in the peripheral blood and spleen. During the progression of the mammary lesions, 

this leads to a progressive inhibition of the immune response to alloantigens and to T cell 

proliferation triggered by anti CD3 monoclonal antibodies (Melani et al., 2003). As in 

cancer patients, in BALB-neuT mice progression of the mammary lesions is associated 



with progressive expansion of the CD4+ CD25+, Foxp3+, GITR+ population of T regulatory 

(Treg) cells. A few of them can be identified at the atypical hyperplasia stage of tumor 

progression, whereas they deeply infiltrate advanced tumors. Treg cells hamper the anti 

neu immune reactivity naturally triggered by tumor progression and markedly limit vaccine 

efficacy. When they are removed by depleting BALB-neuT mice with anti CD25 

monoclonal antibody, both antibodies and cytotoxic T-cell mediated natural 

immunosurvelliance hamper the progression of neuT mammary carcinogenesis 

(Ambrosino et al., 2006). 

Despite the numerous analogies, many features of mammary carcinogenesis in BALB-

neuT mice are idiosyncratic. In the first place, the tumor is unleashed by a mutated 

oncogene inserted in a variable number of copies in the genome and in purely casual 

sites. Next, the expression of the oncogene is guided by a viral promoter that employs a 

transcription system which is completely different from that used by both the mouse and 

the human ErbB2 endogenous promoter (Ursini- Siegel, 2007). To address this issue, a 

transgenic mouse model that places the neuT oncogene under the control of the 

endogenous mouse ErbB2 promoter was generated in the Muller's laboratory (Andrechek 

et al., 2000). However, these new transgenic mice develop tumors that resemble the solid 

form of non-invasive human ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) in only one gland after a long 

latency period, and do not develop pulmonary metastases according with the histological 

features of DCIS (Andrechek et al., 2003). These drawbacks made this model virtually 

useless for immunological studies. 

  

Prevention versus treatment of neu induced lesions 

BALB-neuT mice are useful for evaluation of the protection afforded by drugs since they 



inevitably develop lethal mammary carcinomas. The efficacy of an immunological or 

pharmacological treatment can assessed by comparing the disease-free survival and the 

percentage of tumor-free mice in untreated versus treated mice over time. Moreover, as 

palpable mammary tumors occur in all ten mammary glands, increases in tumor size and 

tumor multiplicity are other parameters that can easily be recorded (Cavallo et al., 2006). 

The consistent stepwise progression of mammary carcinogenesis in all these mice allows 

evaluation of the potential of vaccines or drugs against each of its well-defined stages. It 

can also be determined they prevent the onset of tumors (prophylactic treatment) or inhibit 

their progression (therapeutic treatment) (Forni et al., 2003). In the first case, treatment 

should be started around the 6th week of age when mice display a diffuse atypical 

hyperplasia, in the second, from week 10 (multiple in situ carcinomas) to week 20 

(invasive cancer), depending on the stage of the lesions to be treated.  Previous data have 

demonstrated that the early stages of the aggressive progression in BALB-neuT females 

are hampered by stimulation of innate immunity (Cifaldi et al., 2001; Hayakawa et al., 

2003). Much stronger protection is provided by in vivo electroporation of plasmids coding 

for the extracellular and transmembrane domains of the rat neu protein (Quaglino et al., 

2004b). However, vaccination started when multifocal in situ carcinomas are already 

present does little to extend the disease-free survival time (Spadaro et al., 2004). Tumor 

prevention is thus an appropriate and rational goal for active immunity, whereas little 

protection is achieved when immunity is elicited in mice with diffuse lesions (Forni et al., 

2003). 

 

BALB-neuT mice knocked out (KO) for immunological related genes 

Combination of spontaneous autochthonous mammary carcinogenesis of BALB-neuT 



mice with the depletion of immunologically related genes permits investigation of both the 

mechanisms associated with natural immunosurveillance during tumor development in 

BALB-neuT mice and those associated with vaccine-induced prevention and treatment of 

neu+ mammary cancers.  

Several BALB-neuT transgenic mice KO for genes related to immunological functions 

(here generically called BALB-neuT-KO mice) have been generated for this purpose, 

usually by crossing one BALB-neuT male with the KO female of interest and then by 

crossing neuT+ F1 male mice again with the same KO female to obtain KO mice 

homozygous for the gene of interest and heterozygous for the neuT transgene. 

Comparison of both the kinetics of tumor onset and the tumor multiplicity curves of BALB-

neuT with BALB-neuT-KO mice illustrates the role of the KO gene in tumor development. 

Of the BALB-neuT-KO mice evaluated, those with the interferon (IFN), FcRI/III and 

perforin (pfp) genes KO display faster carcinogenesis. In untreated BALB-neuT/ IFN-KO 

mice, carcinoma onset is significantly accelerated (Spadaro et al., 2004). This acceleration 

correlates with an enhanced tumor-induced angiogenesis that is no longer inhibited by the 

IFN naturally secreted (M. Iezzi, unpublished data). Mice KO for the gene coding for the 

Fc receptor  chain do not express FcRI/III, and thus lose natural killer (NK) cell-

mediated, antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxiciy (ADCC), opsonized phagocytosis by 

macrophages, and mast cell degranulation in response to FcR cross-linking (Takai et al., 

1994). In untreated BALB-neuT/FcRI/III-KO female mice, the tumor onset was 

significantly faster than in BALB-neuT mice, pointing to a substantial role of FcR-mediated 

natural effectors mechanisms in the control of neuT autochthonous carcinogenesis 

(unpublished data). 

The importance of pfp in the inhibition of tumor onset is well known (Trapani and Smyth, 



2002).  When untreated BALB-neuT/pfp-KO mice were studied to assess the role of 

lymphocyte-mediated cytotoxicity in hampering neuT-driven  carcinogenesis, it was 

evident that mammary carcinomas occurred earlier and in greater numbers compared to 

untreated BALB-neuT mice (Street et al., 2007). Once carcinomas develop, the effects 

mediated by pfp are lost, suggesting that lymphocyte-mediated cytotoxicity is only of 

importance in the control of the earliest stages of carcinogenesis (Street et al., 2007). 

The study of BALB-neuT mice KO for other immunologically related genes is instrumental 

for identification of key functions related to the inhibition and treatment of neuT-driven 

carcinomas in immunized BALB-neuT mice. Because selective depletion of immune 

functions through antibody administration is unsustainable in experiments lasting one 

year, variously KO BALB-neuT mice have been immunized and the protection afforded 

was compared with that of equally immunized BALB neuT mice. A decrease in protection 

points to the role of the KO gene. Vaccines of different kinds failed to inhibit neuT-driven 

carcinogenensis in BALB-neuT mice KO for the gene encoding the immunoglobulin  

chain (BALB-neuT/-KO mice) who consequently do not produce immunoglobulins. The 

same inability of these vaccines to provide protection was observed in BALB-

neuT/IFNKO mice (Nanni et al., 2001, Quaglino et al., 2004b). These data show that the 

production of antibodies to rat neu and the secretion of IFN by immune cells are two 

crucial functions underlying the vaccine-induced inhibition of neuT lesions. Of the immune 

functions mediated by vaccine-induced antibodies, ADCC seems to have a prominent 

effector role. Indeed, sera from DNA-electroporated BALB-neuT mice guided a marked 

ADCC against neuT+ tumor cells (Quaglino et al., 2004b), whereas vaccine-induced 

protection is almost nil in BALB-neuT/FcRI/III-KO mice (unpublished data).  

Lastly, dendritic cells (DC) are potent antigen-presenting cells fundamental in the 



induction of T- and B-cell responses. The importance of lipid products derived from 

phosphoinositide 3-kinases (PI3K) in the ability of DC to reach sites of inflammation in 

response to chemotactic stimuli to obtain an optimal immune response has been  

demonstrated (Förster et al., 1999). Mice KO for the PI3Kgene are viable and fertile, but 

their DC are less able to travel in vivo and mount T-cell-mediated specific immune 

responses in different experimental systems (Hirsch et al., 2000).  

A strong inhibition of carcinogenensis was observed in BALB-neuT mice immunized 

through electroporation of plasmids encoding the extracellular and transmemembrane 

domain of rat neuT. By contrast, no protection was evident in similarly immunized BALB-

neuT mice KO for the PI3K gene (BALB-neuT/PI3KKO mice). This result points to a 

key role of DC in DNA vaccination against neu. 

 

Mice transgenic for the Her-2 oncogene 

Although neu transgenic mice provide an interesting model, the 10% difference in amino 

acid sequence between neu and Her-2 receptors suggests that central immune tolerance 

could be different in neu and Her-2 transgenic mice since it may involve different peptides. 

The protective effect of the same vaccine could also be dissimilar against rat or human 

orthologues (Piechocki et al., 2003). Generation of transgenic mouse models expressing 

Her-2 may better predict the efficacy of vaccines against human Her-2+ mammary 

carcinomas. Mice transgenic for the Her-2 oncogene under the transcriptional control of 

the MMTV-LTR generated in the laboratory of Groner did not develop mammary tumors, 

and they all died by 4 months of age as the result of preneoplastic kidney and lung lesions 

(Stocklin et al., 1993). C57BL/6 mice transgenic for Her-2 gene under the transcriptional 

control of the whey acidic protein (WAP) promoter (B6-Her2) have since been generated 



(Piechocki et al., 2003). B6-Her2 mice express high levels of Her-2 protein in their 

cerebellum and mammary tissue during pregnancy and lactation. Moreover, they tolerate 

Her-2 protein since they are unable to produce anti Her-2 antibodies as compared to their 

Her-2- littermates, and the growth of a human Her-2+ line is faster than in Her-2- littermates 

(Piechocki et al., 2003). Unfortunately B6-Her2 female mice do not develop spontaneous 

mammary carcinomas. However, they could be valuable for testing the protection afforded 

by anti Her-2 vaccines against transplantable Her-2+ tumors.   

By crossing BALB-neuT males with B6-Her2 females, F1 mice (CB6F1, H-2d/H-2b) mice 

may express the neu transgene, and/or the Her-2 transgene, or none. These four 

transgene combinations can be easily recognized by PCR genotyping. Thus, mice on the 

same genetic background display four transgene combinations and consequently four 

kinds of central tolerance of neu and Her-2 oncogene protein products. These mice 

provide an interesting combination for evaluation of the efficacy of anti neu and anti Her-2 

vaccines against transplantable neu+ or Her-2+ tumors and against autochthonous 

carcinomas arising in hosts tolerant of the neu transgene or the combination of neu and 

Her-2 transgene. In effect, whereas CB6F1-Her2 females do not develop autochthonous 

mammary cancer (Figure 1 A and B), CB6F1-neuT/Her2 double transgenic female mice 

do develop neu+ mammary carcinomas with the same penetrance and tumor growth 

kinetics as CB6F1-neuT mice (Figure 2). The autochthonous carcinomas growing in 

neu/Her-2 double transgenic mice are morphologically identical to those of CB6F1-neuT 

mice (Figure 1 C and D). However in neu/Her-2 double transgenic mice Her-2 protein 

expression was undetectable in the growing tumors. 

A transgenic mouse model of spontaneous mammary Her-2+ tumors is that generated in 

the laboratory of Erickson (Finkle et al., 2004). These mice are transgenic for the WT Her-



2 oncogene under the transcriptional control of the MMTV-LTR promoter and develop 

spontaneous mammary tumors with an incomplete penetrance: 76% of transgenic females 

develop few asynchronous but rapidly growing Her-2+ tumors with an average latency of 

about 28 weeks.  Highly Her-2+ pulmonary metastases have been noted in only 23% of 

tumor-bearing mice and Her-2 protein expressed by independent tumors displays a unique 

mutation in the juxtamembranous region (Finkle et al., 2004). 

All these transgenic mouse models could be used for evaluation of the efficacy of anti 

tumor strategies. A common issue, however, is that their tolerance of the transgenic ErbB2 

protein may be very different from that of patients and healthy subjects against self ErbB2 

(Lollini et al., 2005). To address this issue, a mouse model of breast cancer caused by 

expression of the polyoma middle T (PyMT) oncoprotein in the mammary epithelium (Lin 

et al., 2003) may be studied.  PyMT is a membrane-attached protein encoded by the small 

DNA polyoma virus that acts as a potent oncogene. These transgenic mice provide a 

reliable model of spontaneous mammary tumors expressing a syngeneic mouse ErbB2 

protein (Lin et al., 2003). Expression of the PyMT oncoprotein is under the control of the 

MMTV-LTR promoter and is therefore restricted to the mammary epithelium. PyMT 

transgenic mice display a high frequency of pulmonary metastases, 100% tumor 

penetrance, a short latency and pregnancy-independence (Guy et al., 1992). Moreover, 

tumor progression is stepwise and comparable to human breast diseases, though PyMT is 

not expressed in human breast tumor cells. However, the role played by the mouse ErbB2 

oncogene in the progression of these tumors and the consistency of its expression are 

issues that have to be defined.   

In conclusion, all mouse models of ErbB2 mammary carcinogenesis generated so far may 

contribute to the development of immunological strategies designed to prevent and cure 



Her-2+ breast tumors. Each model is subject to major limitations that hamper 

generalization of the experimental findings. This is particularly true as far as vaccines are 

concerned, since the kind of tolerance may drastically affect their efficacy. Epitopes of 

crucial importance in the immunogenicity of the neu receptor may be absent in Her-2 

receptors.  Lastly, antigen processing, peptide presentation by the major histocompatibility 

glycoproteins and self-tolerance may be very different from one model to the next, and 

thus carry significant weight in the clinical extrapolation of experimental information. Each 

of these features is a single variable. Elaboration of a perfect model accounting for all the 

variables, however, is an unlikely proposition. Integration and critical evaluation of the 

information provided by each model may thus prove the only feasible source of reliable 

predictions on the effect of individual treatments and vaccines in human patients. 
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Caption to figures 

Figure 1. Whole mount of the mammary glands from 22 weeks old wild-type CB6F1, 

CB6F1-Her2, CB6F1-neuT (C) and CB6F1-neuT/Her2 (D) female mice. The mammary 

glands of both wild-type CB6F1 (A), CB6F1-Her2 (B) mice are a tree-like duct structure 

originating from the nipple (N) and extending into the fat pad. By contrast, the mammary 

gland of CB6F1-neuT (C) and CB6F1-neuT/Her2 (D) transgenic mice shows neoplastic 

lesions (black arrows) ranging from atypical hyperplasia foci to in situ carcinomas. The 

central oval black areas (arrowhead) are mammary lymph nodes. Magnification  x6.3. 

 

Figure 2. Incidence of mammary carcinomas in untreated CB6F1-neuT (grey line, 8 mice) 

and CB6F1-neuT/Her2 (black line, 12 mice) transgenic mice. Percentage of tumor free 

mice are shown in function of time. Mice with at least one progressively growing mammary 

tumor > 1 mm mean diameter were classed as tumor-bearing mice. 


